While our understanding of gene-based biology has greatly improved, it is clear that the function of the genome and most diseases cannot be fully explained by genes and other regulatory elements. Genes and the genome represent distinct levels of genetic organization with their own coding systems; Genes code parts like protein and RNA, but the genome codes the structure of genetic networks, which are defined by the whole set of genes, chromosomes and their topological interactions within a cell. Accordingly, the genetic code of DNA offers limited understanding of genome functions. In this perspective, we introduce the genome theory which calls for the departure of gene-centric genomic research. To make this transition for the next phase of genomic research, it is essential to acknowledge the importance of new genome-based biological concepts and to establish new technology platforms to decode the genome beyond sequencing.
Introduction
Since the inception of the journal Genomics nearly 25 years ago, rapid development of various genomic technologies has greatly advanced the science of genomics. However, despite cutting edge technologies including whole genome scanning [1] , global gene expression profiling [2] , copy number variation analysis [3] and massive parallel sequencing [4] , the understanding of the human genome and the mechanism of human diseases remains a challenging process [5] [6] [7] . These powerful technologies have generated scores of data, which paradoxically challenge the framework of current genomics and gene based concepts of common disease, including the rationale of analyzing large numbers of diverse samples with the highest resolution possible. Many diseases are in fact system diseases where sundry genetic variations can be involved in a seemingly stochastic fashion. Furthermore, heterogeneity occurring at multiple levels is a key feature of these diseases (rather than just "genetic noise"), which cannot be addressed simply by sequencing DNA and increasing the sample size [8] . This issue represents the very reason for the failure to identify major causative genes/variants in many common diseases including cancer despite extensive large scale sequencing and whole genome scanning [5] .
There are two obvious but somewhat contrary options that can be undertaken to move the field forward. One popular option is to continuously push the limits of technology by increasing the resolution and speeds while lowering costs in order to analyze more samples [4, 9, 10] . It is believed that studying a larger number of samples will yield the long anticipated genetic patterns of disease by the elimination of 'noise'. Unfortunately, many initial reports of this approach have generated contradictory conclusions, revealing enormous diversity rather than the expected reduction in diversity, and that high levels of genetic heterogeneity seem to be the general rule [5, 11, 12] . Questions are now being raised about whether data from large scale genomic studies will ever prove to be of promised clinical value, even if each personal genome or "cancer genome" is sequenced [13, 14] . The extreme complexity of disease heterogeneity, encompasses the following: low penetrance of specific gene mutations within patient populations; multiple genetic-epigenetic and environmental interactions; and the influences of stochastic evolutionary processes, render most individual molecular mechanisms less than useful for clinical prediction.
A second, new option requires a drastic change in our thinking, and is a departure from the traditional genetic framework and will provide answers from a different perspective or level of genetic organization rather than mainly focusing on DNA and RNA sequences. The basis for this option is that genome alterations are more common and profound than individual gene mutations in most human disease conditions. This new conceptual framework based on the genome theory calls for a redirect of our efforts to systematically decode genetic information stored at the genome level [7, 15, 16] . Initial calls for just such a change have emanated from the field of cancer research [5, 7, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] .
We strongly support the option of refocusing on the entire genome (not just the sequence of), not only because this approach has been overlooked, but also because of its ultimate importance in understanding how the entire genome functions and in the underpinnings of the general mechanism of many common complex diseases [7] . In this perspective, we will briefly discuss the key differences between genes and the genome by walking readers through our own experience of making the transition from the gene centric view to the genome theory [27] . In particular, to convince readers of the importance of this issue, we would like to point out that current genome study efforts only decode parts of the genome and do not address the key issue of decoding the genome as a whole system. Even for the ENCODE project (the encyclopedia of DNA elements) and Human Epigenome project (as well as many other 'omics' projects) [28, 29] , the conceptual framework is still the gene theory. At a fundamental level, DNA sequences (including their chemical modifications) and the genome represent distinctively different levels of coding and system control, and future genomic research must directly address the issue of genome coding, genome system control, and how interactions work across different genetic and epigenetic levels [8] . Equally important, new technical platforms are urgently needed to synthesize information at the higher levels and integrate them with the genome system. Emergent properties of the genome suggest that system information at the genome level is not a simple summary of gene sequence information. New technologies also need to integrate other key features of normal and diseased genomes such as: heterogeneity at multiple levels; differences between the system status (such physiological and pathological conditions where pathological conditions often involve genome alterations) and stochasticity of somatic evolution.
Gene vs. genome

The genome is not equal to the sum of all genes or its entire sequence
The genome is the entity containing an organism's hereditary information and the main evolutionary selection platform [27, 30] . Traditionally, heritable information has been thought to be encoded exclusively in DNA and RNA sequences. The current, popular concept of the genome where the collection of all genes and non-coding sequences explain a given species has been influenced by the gene centric concept. A key unique feature of the genome however, is the genomic topology (a multi-dimensional interactive relationship that exists between genes and is the physical basis of genome architecture) and the emergent properties that exist at this higher level which have been largely ignored. As a result, the terminology, the Human Genome Project, as used by sequencing consortiums, implies that decoding DNA is equal to decoding the genome. This has spawned many popular but incorrect analogies, including considering the genome to be a book, where each chromosome represents a chapter. The problem with this metaphor is that one cannot simply read the basics of each chapter and comprehend it without including the multi-dimensional interactions within the system. A chromosome does not stand on its own as a biological entity and therefore there are no meaningful messages based on individual chromosomes. To put it succinctly, a simple parts list does not give a clue as to the assembly instructions. Similarly, the conventional statement that the sequencing of the human genome has provided a roadmap (or the foundation) of modern biomedical research is flawed. It is flawed particularly with regard to nonlinear systems as most complex systems have multiple levels of organization and the nonlinear relationship between them is connected through emergent properties, which is difficult to understand by only summarizing information of the lower parts. The reductionist tradition of understanding the "parts" first before understanding the "whole" system is only effective in a linear system [15, 31] .
Clearly, considering the relationship of the parts (genes) versus the whole (genome), where the whole is more than the sum of all the parts, and includes the 3-D interactive structure of the genome within nuclei, the current reductionist approach of treating the genome as a "bag of genes" or a collection of linear DNA structures does not mirror the complexity of the genome system. To illustrate this point, we have introduced the term, 'genome context', to differentiate the gene and the genome [21, 27] . Genome context (the DNA sequence plus the genomic topology), rather than gene content, defines the structure of a genetic network and is the total interactive package that functions in organismal and somatic cell evolution. The revelation of the genome context results in the need for additional, crucial questions to be asked within the genomic community. These include: When a genome is altered, does the same gene mutation have the same biological meaning as it does in the original, unaltered genome? If the genome's key properties are emergent from the DNA level and are fundamentally different from DNA itself, is DNA sequencing crucial to understand the function of a eukaryotic genome?
In the real world the difference between a parts list and the blueprint of parts assembly is clear. In genome research, however, this key difference is often forgotten. It is thus necessary to separate genes and the genome as these are two different entities in genomic research. The difference between them is not just a difference of quantity but also a difference of the level of organization. One interesting analogy is to consider genes as building material, parts or even tools, and the genome as the architecture. The same materials can be used to construct different architectures with distinct functions [21] . As pointed out by Barbara McClintock, the genome is the organization that is responsible for activating and reconstructing in response to environmental challenges [32] .
It is true that increasing attention has been given to the "gene context" rather than genes alone. However, without the conceptual framework of the genome theory, isolated approaches will not solve most paradoxes that the gene theory created [27] .
Different genetic coding and control systems
If the above analogy that the gene/genome relationship represents a part versus the whole relationship is correct, then it is obvious that genes and genomes represent different levels of the system with different mechanisms for coding genetic information. Understanding how DNA codes RNA and proteins has been a major achievement of molecular biology [33] , however, the codes for producing the parts using DNA and the codes for assembling parts using the package of the genome are very different. Current systems biology suggests that the function of the genome depends on the genetic network, without knowing what defines the genetic network structure in the first place. In contrast, genome theory states that the genome context defines the structure of a genetic network by creating the structural or topological basis of genetic interactions [21, 27] , thus a specific network is the emergent property of a given genome ( Fig. 1 ).
According to the genome theory, both genes and the genomic topology are the key to maintaining the genome system. Therefore, new systems can be effectively created naturally either by creating many novel genes, or by re-organizing the existing genome through changing the genomic topology rather than gene content. Many less complex species like sponge and water fleas have comparable or even more genes than humans (comprised of a simple body plan without organs, muscles or nerve cells, the sea sponge has 18,000 genes compared to 21,000 genes for humans, while Daphinia water fleas have over 30,000 genes) [34, 35] , and most mammals share similar genes but have very different chromosomal arrangement and composition (genome topology) [36] [37] [38] . We therefore conclude that reorganizing the genome is more influential than inventing new genes in terms of creating new systems.
It has been puzzling how the system preserves or codes genetic information at levels above DNA such as the structure of a genetic network. A recent effort to re-interpret the main function of sex has unexpectedly provided the answer to this dilemma. It turns out that both gene content and genome topology are ensured by sexual reproduction, where the identical genome (reflected as karyotype) is a key and any significantly altered genome will be eliminated by the sexual filter [39, 40] . As the same karyotype ensures the same genome topology, and sexual reproduction maintains the same genome (karyotype), sex in fact preserves the structure of a genetic network by maintaining the genome context. Now we understand why in all eukaryotes genetic information is transmitted from cell to cell by chromosomes and that the genome context defines a species. In asexual species lacking the sexual filter genome dynamics are extremely high, resulting in constant alteration of the genome system. Similarly, very rapid karyotypic evolution can occur during somatic cell evolution when there is no sexual filter to preserve the genome, which might be the reason why cancer evolution can be achieved in a relatively short time window within the human body while organismal evolution with species stasis requires millions of years [24] . The important message here is that the genetic information of system dynamics is not entirely encoded within the DNA. The coding information at the gene level is conserved across species, but the coding for gene interaction at the genome level is highly dynamic among species while it is highly conserved within the same species.
As for the issue of whether genes/genomes represent different control systems, the answer is obvious. No gene is an island and most genes are not independent information units. Despite each gene encoding a specific protein or RNA, global interactions are ultimately controlled by the higher genome level, and the genome is a package where emergent properties rule by balancing out contributions of individual genes. This balance occurs as there are so many genes contributing to the emergent properties, the influence of individual genes is limited by the genome context. Interestingly, there are many examples that illustrate the conflicting relationship between DNA and the genome level. When identical transgenic DNA molecules are introduced into mouse meiotic chromosomes, the loop size is influenced by the integration sites along the chromosome. These inserts form shorter loops integrating close to the telomeric region rather than being inserted at the middle of chromosomes, demonstrating chromosomal position constraints of DNA's behavior [41] . Similar observations include studies on position effects [42] . Similarly, when multiple copies of genes are integrated into the mouse genome in a tandem array, only one copy is expressed possibly due to the chromatin loop constraint, demonstrating that an organizational role exists at the level above the gene [43] [44] [45] .
Perhaps the most striking example of the conflict between the gene and genome level is the dual functions of meiosis to reduce and also promote genetic variation. Traditionally, sexual reproduction has been thought to be a process that increases genetic diversity through the mixing of genes, an obvious advantage of meiosis. Application of genome theory, however, has surprisingly demonstrated that the main function of sexual reproduction is to reduce genetic diversity at the genome level and maintain system identity, while imparting a certain degree of diversity at the gene level [39] . This conclusion is supported particularly through the re-examination of the evolutionary function of meiosis [40] . According to Wilkins and Holliday's recent insightful analysis, "…the conclusion is surprising: the initial function of chromosome pairing was to limit, not enhance, recombination". To further reconcile the field, the main function of sexual reproduction has been linked to the reduction of genetic diversity in general and at the genome level in particular [46] . Interestingly, the gene/genome relationship also might resolve the conflict between short term evolutionary adaptation and long term system stasis [47] , as the genome functions as a main evolutionary constraint (46, Heng, unpublished data). The concept that different levels of a genetic system need different coding systems could have broader implications. It strongly suggests that when considering a multiple level complex system, one should not rely on coding or information at the lower level to explain the behavior of the higher level, as distinct coding and control systems are involved.
The Genome Theory and its clinical importance
To advance the field, the genome theory of organismal and somatic cell evolution has been proposed based on key differences between genes and the genome [24,27] ( Fig. 1 and Table 1 ). The key message of [27] ). For simplicity, only two chromosomes are drawn within the nucleus representing the genome. Genes are designated A, B, C, D, and E within the chromosomes. When a chromosomal translocation occurs, the genome topology is altered affecting the physical relationship between chromatin domains, which changes the overall genetic network structure. As a result, the protein network changes illustrated by the changed relationship between proteins A, B, C, D, and E. DNA codes the individual genes or parts and the interactive relationship among all genes and non-coding sequences are achieved by the 3-D genome topology which serves as the platform or matrix where the self-organization principle works to form the genetic network.
the genome theory is that future genomic research should refocus on/at the genome level, as the genome package defines the genetic network and its potential response towards environmental stresses [27, 32] . The goal of sequencing the genome has been achieved and it is now time to move to the next level of understanding of the genome system rather than to continue to compile data on its parts list. A switch to genome based approaches is essential to apply basic genomic research to the clinic, as genome level changes often drive DNA level changes.
Recent studies demonstrate that a few chromosomal translocations often couple with hundreds of rearrangements at the DNA level [48] . We have compared the copy number variations and karyotypic dynamics (in the form of frequencies of NCCAs) during spontaneous cellular transformation in mouse cells, and the highest level of copy number variation occurs in association with the highest level of nonclonal chromosome aberrations (NCCAs). This suggests that when the system is unstable, elevated numbers of genomic alterations can be detected across different levels of the system, though change at the karyotype level typically reigns supreme (unpublished data). In fact, the de novo locus-specific rate of genomic rearrangement is at least 100-to 10,000-fold greater than the rate of point mutations [49] and there are an increasing number of reports linking many common diseases to genome alterations [7, 17, 21, 50] . Altogether, this mounting evidence calls for a re-examination of the link between stochastic genome alterations and common diseases especially cancer [7, 24] . Linking more diseases to genome alterations rather than specific gene mutations will ultimately challenge the validity of the current sequencing efforts being used in an attempt to understand the general mechanism of common diseases such as cancer. The influence of different gene level alterations that can lead to the same disease reduces the importance of monitoring any particular individual gene. Thus, new genomic based strategies are clearly needed to predict likely disease potential.
Gene and genome based technologies
Most current genomic technologies are based on the concept of average profiles
As illustrated by this special issue, the vast majority of molecular profiling methods are based on studying an average profile of cells. In addition to the rationale of using the average to wash out 'noise', enabling biological pattern recognition, technical limitations are another reason why mixed cells are often used in molecular analysis. If cell populations were truly homogeneous this method would be justified however, for most disease conditions, compromise of homeostasis of the system, leads to high heterogeneity. As heterogeneity is not insignificant noise, but a key feature of many diseases the use of profile averaging is misleading [8, 31] . For example, an average profile tells little about potential drug resistance, because heterogeneity predominates in these situations making the use of averaging technologies erroneous [16] . Consider two populations of cells descendent from healthy cells with a normal chromosome content. Each of the populations undergoes chromosome gain, and thus differs from the normal parental cells. In the first homogeneous population, every cell contains the exact same chromosomal change, so that the population average is equal to any individual cell. In the second highly heterogeneous population changes occur that result in a population average that is the same as the first population, however each individual cell has a unique number of chromosomes, and thus different genome system. A drug could be designed to effectively eliminate the average population, and this drug would work well in the case of the first population, but it may have little or no effect on the second heterogeneous population. Similarly, when a given drug is used, the average effect of the drug can be monitored using a Western blot analysis that detects the proteins involved in cell death pathways and measures average pathway response. However, when individual cells are analyzed, there often are some exceptions noted including cells that display even better growth. This type of heterogeneity certainly contributes to drug resistance.
The idea of averaging profiles has been problematic for genetic validation as well. If there are no average mutations, how can we validate different mutations? Similarly, if the majority of cells are different in terms of a gene mutation profile, what is the profile average we are measuring? This point has been forcefully illustrated time and time again in cancer research where a high degree of heterogeneity is a common feature at the genome level [18] [19] [20] . Similarly, at the gene level, methods of direct mutation detection rather than profile averaging have shown that there are large numbers of random mutations within each tumor, the majority of which are not recurrent (thus not detected by averaging methods) [51] . Indications are that the development and application of single cell profiling methods used in genomic studies are increasing, which represents a positive future direction.
How can stochastic genome alterations be monitored?
To understand the dynamic regulation of a genetic network, at least three types of players need to be analyzed including genes, the genomic topology and how the self-organization principle actually works within the nucleus. Currently, most efforts have been focused on the mechanism of network rewiring, without considering the genomic topology and how system emergence occurs from lower level components [52] . Therefore, we need to be aware that there might be a huge difference between the current knowledge of genetic networks and the genomic reality. Even with simplified versions of current analysis, there are two main aspects of network dynamics: one is rewiring through small scale modifications such as gene mutation, epigenetic regulation and copy number variation. This is the main focus of current systems biology applied to analyzing network regulation [53, 54] . Another is system recreation through reorganization of the genome using the same genes, a key topic that is still ignored [8, 21, 25] . In organismal evolution, both processes occur with genome reorganization being the more dominant for speciation. Based on the genome theory, most diseases will involve the latter category as pathological conditions are often caused by large scale genome alterations. Clearly, we do not have all the technologies available yet to address these issues in a systematic way. There however have been some important developments, which have started to move in this direction. The following are some interesting examples.
Mapping and sequencing interaction sites
The importance of chromosomal and genome topology has long been appreciated by molecular cytogenomics [17, 21, 55] and includes the use of chromatin loop domains to study the distribution pattern of specific regions of chromosomes within a nucleus [56] , and pinpoint neighboring chromosomes that are likely to involve translocations [57] . It is now clear that chromosomes are arranged differently in different cell types, and that the 3-D chromosomal position influences the gene activities [58] . However, such important messages have failed to capture the interest of main stream genome research, possibly due to limited resolution and inability to apply this type of research in a high throughput manner [21] . Recently, using proximity-based ligation (cross-linking to capture the information of 3-D interaction among chromatin domains) and massive parallel sequencing, the interaction sites of the genome were studied. Long-range interactions revealed folding principles of the human genome. Interestingly, this study confirms many theories generated from traditional cytogenetic studies, such as the presence of chromosome territories and the spatial proximity of small, gene-rich chromosomes within the nucleus, and further illustrates an additional level of genome organization that is characterized by the spatial segregation of open and closed chromatin to form two genome-wide compartments [59] . Various high-C analyses have been performed [60] , for example, a 3-D model of a 500-kb region of human chromosome 16 has been built [61] . We hope that such an approach will soon capture more interest in the field [62] .
In regards to evolutionary relationships, it is now a common practice to compare sequence conservation of a specific gene or sequence across different species. Future genomic comparisons are needed to study the conservation of interactive relationships among networks by comparing the genome context. Among the potential limitations of imparting gene theory to explain genome issues which involve a different level of the system. For example, when studying specific chromosomal translocations in cancer, focus has centered on identifying genes altered by translocation (dysfunctional genes or newly formed fusion genes), without realizing that in addition to these directly changed genes, the more dominant effect might come from the alteration of the entire genomic topology defined network structure. The identification of a fusion gene might only represent part of the story even though the fusion gene is what we can easily trace based on current technologies. Considering that there is a high degree of heterogeneity between detectable fusion genes and cancer phenotypes in most cancers and progression is diverse in patients with the same translocation, more emphasis should be placed on the overall genome alteration. Accordingly, utilization of the genome based framework needs to be sped up to help guide and benefit future technological developments.
Using non clonal chromosome aberrations to study genome instability
Karyotype analysis has been extensively utilized in cancer and human genetics research. Cytogenetic markers not only have helped to identify disease specific genes, but have also been used in clinical diagnosis [55, 63] . Traditionally, however, only clonal chromosome aberrations are reported, particularly when commonly shared among patients. In contrast, detected NCCAs have been considered to be insignificant genetic noise, and thus ignored despite occurring commonly [17] [18] [19] [20] . According to the genome theory, the level of seemingly random genome alterations is not noise, but represents system heterogeneity. Using cancer evolution as a model, we have linked increased frequencies of NCCAs to system dynamics and population diversity. Interestingly, the level of NCCAs can directly reflect system instability, regardless of the causes of the NCCAs.
There is a seemingly unlimited list of factors that can lead to system instability under certain conditions. In addition to genes that are known to maintain genome integrity, many onco-proteins, carcinogenic treatments, viral infections, inflammation, the aging process, various disease conditions and even general physical stresses can contribute to system instability that is linked with elevated frequencies of NCCAs [18] . Furthermore, following the comparison of different cancer models with different molecular mechanisms, we found that the general mechanism can be explained by the direct relationship between stress induced system dynamics (illustrated by elevated NCCAs) and tumorigenicity [64] . By connecting the dots, we have finally established the evolutionary mechanism of cancer.
Evolutionary mechanism≥∑all individual molecular mechanisms
The evolutionary mechanism of cancer can be explained by three simple key components, namely, stress induced system dynamics, population diversity and genome (not gene) mediated system macro-evolution. To state that the evolutionary mechanism of cancer is equal to the collection of all individual molecular mechanisms, puts individual mechanisms that most researchers are working on into perspective, as each specific mechanism can explain some but not all cases [24, 64] . Since there are countless possible stochastic interactions that could occur between known molecular mechanisms, and as evolution is an emergent property, the evolutionary mechanism is actually much larger than the collection of all molecular mechanisms and this emphasizes that new strategies to monitor evolutionary potential are now needed rather than strategies that focus only on individual molecular mechanisms. In fact, the initial efforts of The Cancer Genome Atlas have revealed that most key cancer gene mutations have low penetration among patients. An even greater challenge is not just characterizing each genetic aberration's defined pathway that can contribute to cancer (this can be achieved by sequencing a great number of samples), but more important is predicting the pathway switching that occurs during treatment. This can further reduce the clinical significance of individual genetic aberrations when the penetration is very low within a patient population.
Interestingly, NCCAs are elevated in diseases other than cancer. For example, we have detected much higher frequencies of NCCAs in a limited number of Gulf War Syndrome patients (unpublished data). Similarly, various mouse models of metabolic diseases have been shown to exhibit increased NCCAs. It is thus necessary to evaluate more patient samples to investigate the connection between system instability and disease [7, 31] .
Analyzing genome chaos
To illustrate how drastically the genome can be re-organized under stress, forming a totally new system, discussion of the phenomenon of genome chaos (or karyotypic chaos) is required. Our in vitro immortalization model has illustrated that the genome displays massive genome alterations (including numerical and structural alterations) and this process is essential for cellular immortalization. Many translocation events occur in each genome, and as every cell is different, this phenomenon provides a large variety of combinations of genetic material for genome evolution. Genome chaos can be observed from an array of experimental and pathological conditions [18] . Fig. 2 illustrates one example of genome chaos induced by drug treatment. SKY technology has been used to illustrate the complexity of the translocations, as each color represents one chromosomal origin. Many translocated chromosomes can be rapidly formed from fragments of other chromosomes. It is worth noting that SKY or multiple color FISH methods are essential to study these massively altered karyotypes. Initially these technologies were developed as a powerful method to identify the pattern of karyotype abnormalities in cancer [64] [65] [66] , and now our research has demonstrated its ultimate usefulness in the study of stochastic genome alterations such as NCCAs.
That so many genome level alterations can be generated so rapidly when a cell endures stress is very important to understand the mechanism of genome reshuffling and its evolutionary implications, particularly in understanding the mechanism of drug resistance. It is possible that chromosome fragmentation, which is a key mechanism of mitotic cell death, plays a role in generating genome chaos. Chromosome fragmentation is different from apoptosis and represents a powerful means to cut chromosomes into different pieces ( Fig. 3 ). Our hypothesis is that, following incomplete chromosomal fragmentation [17, 21, 67, 68] , there is a new mechanism to rejoin the massive amount of fragments to form chaotic chromosomes within a few generations. Due to this massive re-organization occurring in such a short time, some unknown mechanism rather than conventional DNA repair must be involved. Interestingly, similar phenomena have been reported in clinical samples where massive genome alterations were detected which involved a limited number of chromosomes. The term "chromothripsis" has been used to describe this specific form of genome chaos [69, 70] . Systematic analysis is needed to correlate which massively altered genomes (different systems) are associated with which different network structures. Sequencing the newly formed rejoined chromosomes is also of interest. 
Evolutionary and system approaches
New technologies need to be built around both holistic system approaches and evolutionary analysis, as genomes of different species are the result of genomic evolution, and most diseases are a system problem and disease initiation, progression and drug response/resistance all represent typical evolutionary processes. Without the evolutionary context, much of our genomic knowledge does not make sense. For example, when discussing the issue of how much of the genome is functional and why there are so many non-coding sequences or non-essential genes, the historical evolutionary process of genome reorganization and the dynamic of environmental variation must be considered. The genomic evolution process is mainly based on genome reshuffling rather than "useful gene accumulation" and genomes are products that reflect their historical formation and their mechanism of evolutionary selection. This point has often been forgotten when searching for essential genes. The yeast model illustrates this, as about 70% of yeast genes can be deleted under experimental conditions without any apparent repercussion. This approach is not representative of real world situations and thus is fundamentally limited. In order to properly consider future challenges, the following issues are worth discussing.
Which level should be the priority of a study?
There are many genetic and epigenetic levels that can be linked to disease. At the gene level, gene mutations, splicing variations, and epigenetic regulation can be linked to gene functions. At the chromatin level, epigenetic regulation, domain configuration and 3-D interactions are important. At the genome level, there is massive copy number variation, and a great number of cytogenetic aberrations that contribute to a given phenotype. How can an experimental system be established to combine all of this information together? How can these levels be prioritized when their information is conflicting? Which levels of information are more important in terms of clinical implications? Should we pay more attention to global approaches or to reductionist approaches? Is it possible to ignore some high resolution data at the lower system levels and focus on higher system levels or even the overall system behavior?
To address these issues, one must consider both information and evolutionary theories. According to the information theory, regarding multiple levels of a system, lower level information often has less to do with system control than higher levels. Consideration of the recently established relationship between genes and the genome, and between micro and macro evolution [27] , enables classification of diseases into different categories for future studies. If the issue is driven by macro-evolution such as cancer where genome system replacement is the key, the research focus must be on genome alterations. In contrast, if the research involves gene mutation without genome level changes, such as developmental processes that are not a result of changing the genome, then gene level analysis is appropriate. Therefore, the first question to consider with regard to specific diseases is determining whether macro or micro-evolution is involved.
To judge whether macro-evolution is involved, the process dynamics need to be analyzed (of a cell culture process or animal model) by comparing karyotypes. This can be achieved by spectral karyotype (SKY) analysis. Different observation time points during the process are selected and 50-100 mitotic figures are analyzed to record the patterns of NCCAs and CCAs (clonal chromosome aberrations). If there is a high level of genome turnover during the monitoring process, then macro-cellular evolution is likely involved. It should be pointed out that, there are many types of chromosomal aberrations, and many such as NCCAs have been traditionally ignored. For example, defective mitotic figures and chromosome fragmentation were regarded as slide preparation artifacts until our recent studies [17, 21, 71, 72] . Despite our series of studies demonstrating the importance of NCCAs [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , the research community has been slow to accept this important development. Systematic studies are needed to characterize these ignored chromosomal aberrations. By monitoring NCCAs, it will be much easier to link many diseases with system instability and the macro-evolutionary process.
Is there a disease genome?
Diseases can be divided into four groups: based on their genetic penetration and whether or not genome instability is involved. In types A and B, genetic factors are commonly shared in patient populations with stable (A) or unstable genomes (B). For types C and D genetic factors are rare in patient populations with stable (C) or unstable (D) genomes. Many common diseases belong to the type D group [7] . If the genome is stable and there are overwhelming numbers of normal karyotypes across various stages of the disease condition, such a disease should be considered a gene based disease. If stable but abnormal karyotypes dominate during different stages of the disease progression (like Down's syndrome), then this genome would be considered to be a "disease genome". If however, the vast majority of patients display drastically different karyotypes (such as cancer patients), there is no cancer genome. Unfortunately, to date, most of the cancer genome sequencing projects have ignored the differences between genomes by focusing on known genes.
When genome-defined systems are completely different, what is the meaning of comparing the same gene mutation? Recent reports of various cancer genome sequencing projects have revealed high levels of genome alterations with hundreds of rearrangements in individual tumors. However, the majority of analyses still focus on the association of known cancer genes without illustrating key genome level contributions. Clearly, these massive genome alterations change the meaning of individual cancer gene mutations as they have created totally new genome systems [5, 21, 27] .
The concept that specific functions of individual genes can be altered by newly formed genomes has been elegantly confirmed by yeast evolutionary studies [73] . The MYO1 gene encodes proteins essential for cytokinesis. Following MYO1 deletion, cytokinesis function was restored in some cells through extensive genome alteration. When MYO1 was re-introduced back to these altered genomes, the gene was no longer relevant to these new systems and no longer participated in the original functions. Similar thinking and approaches need to be applied to other common diseases as well, despite the difference of the degree of genome alteration between cancer and other common diseases.
Two phases of evolutionary dynamics
Cancer evolution can be dissected into a repeating series of two phases of evolutionary events [18] . In the punctuated phase, macroevolution dominates while in the stepwise phase, there is a mixture of macro-and microevolution occurring. Knowing the interaction of the two phases of somatic cell evolution is useful to monitor system evolution and adopt suitable monitoring technologies accordingly. In stable systems, evolution can be triggered by either micro-or macroevolutionary events, so both gene level changes and genome level changes need to be analyzed. In the dominant macro-evolution phase, gene studies are of very limited value. Significantly, cancer evolution can be observed as multiple cycles of NCCAs/CCAs which transition during key status changes such as immortalization, transformation, and acquisition of drug resistance. Therefore, the evolutionary journey throughout each cancer event (from initiation through later clinically significant stages), is not achieved by one genome system that remains through all these stages. In contrast, it is achieved by a series of genome replacements that occur throughout the macro-evolutionary process (reflected by a succession of NCCAs/CCAs cycles) [19] [20] [21] . This key point has been ignored by the current gene mutation based cancer theory. In order to correctly understand the mechanism of cancer, the importance of the two phases of evolutionary dynamics must be appreciated, as the two phases of dynamics should be detectable at levels below (such as the gene level) and above the genome [21] . It would be interesting to investigate what patterns of karyotype evolution occur in other common diseases. Based on our studies on different stress conditions inducing elevated levels of genome alteration, it is reasonable to link genome alterations to many common diseases. Increasing numbers of reports are pointing in this direction [7, 74, 75] . However, there needs to be a greater emphasis on stochastic genome alterations rather than clonal somatic genome variations.
Integrating the time factor in genomic research
The evolutionary approach in genomic studies must integrate the time factor as time is a key aspect of the evolutionary process. Such studies require sampling the process from multiple time windows in order to watch evolution in action. As evolution is a stochastic process, and each tumor represents one run of independent evolution, the molecular pathways involved in any given tumor might be drastically different from one another. This fact might be the greatest challenge when trying to apply individual pathway information to patient care. However, by applying evolutionary principles, the evolutionary potential may be predictable if based on the overall system stability. For example, by ignoring individual specific molecular mechanisms, we have focused on measuring the frequencies of NCCAs, which is an indicator of system dynamics, to study the evolutionary potential of cancer. Regardless of what the contributing factors are, as soon as the frequencies of NCCAs reached a certain level, cancer formation happened in due time. Further research needs to integrate the degree of system instability and its progression over time. There are some studies that address this issue [76, 77] , however they have been focused on gene mutations rather than genome alterations.
Conclusion and future perspective
Due to the confusion between the genome context and the gene content of the genome, a fashionable trend of pushing genomic research "beyond the genome" has started, following the sequencing phase of the genome project. Beyond the genome has become a topic for genomic conferences and popular science. The truth of the matter is that we have not yet decoded the genome and do not understand how the genome defines the genetic network. Sequencing the whole genome is just the first step to decoding the genome's DNA, and the genome's crucial topological role and the mechanism of how the different parts interact and create emergent functional properties is basically unknown. It is important to realize that various networks represent the emergent properties of the whole genome rather than limited genes. Equally important, altered genomes lead to altered network structures. It is thus less useful to study network dynamics without monitoring the genome status. The real task for the research community is to begin to really study the genome rather than look beyond it. To achieve the goal of decoding the genome, new fundamental principles of biology must be formed to provide a conceptual framework and the needed guidance to develop new technological platforms. Only these new genome based concepts and methodologies (rather than the DNA technologies that we have used so far) can effectively study genome level dynamics and alterations as well as implications to human diseases.
This year marks the tenth anniversary of the completion of the sequencing of the human genome (Human Genome Project) [4, 9, 10] . Since the launching of this project in 1990, both basic knowledge and genomic technologies have drastically grown (e.g. from Sanger-based capillary sequencing to massive parallel sequencing; from monitoring the expression of a couple of genes to global expression analysis). There is now an increased appreciation of important features of the human genome, including the number of genes, AT/GC-content, the high degree of alternative splicing (many more proteins than genes), gene order/cluster, conservation of genes and non-coding sequences, the similarity of the proteome across placental mammals (where the creation of fundamental new proteins is rare), the significance of transposons and non-coding RNA, copy number variations, linkage disequilibrium, syntenic genomic blocks among species, codon usage bias, and many others. These new discoveries/technologies have also been applied to human diseases studies, where a total of 2850 genes contributing to Mendelian diseases have been identified, and as more than 1100 loci affecting more than 165 diseases have been associated with common diseases, this illustrates the high levels of genetic heterogeneity among patients [9] . Paradoxically, the success of identifying large numbers of genetic factors poses the greatest challenge for their application to clinical use. For instance, there are over 10,000 different genetic variants that have been associated with Schizophrenia. Each of them is relatively rare and responsible for a tiny increase in disease risk [78] . What is the clinical significance of such diverse genetic variants? Despite these impressive findings, little is known on how to decode the genome as we have discussed. For example, how does self-organization act upon the genome context? How can the genomic topology be revealed from sequencing data? How do altered genomes affect genetic networks and what is the relationship between genome reorganization and re-wiring? What is the relationship among different levels of genetic systems and the implication to human diseases? Are genome level alterations responsible for the missing heritability? Can massive amounts of genomic data be applied to clinical settings? Despite many positive comments regarding the impact of the sequencing project, a key conclusion that is emerging is that just sequencing DNA will not reveal the mystery of life, and a new way of thinking that departs from the gene theory is now urgently needed [7, 13, 15, 27, 31] .
The first and hardest step is accepting the fact that decoding the genome and sequencing DNA are significantly different, and the genomic landscape will not be revealed simply by sequencing more DNA samples [79] . It is time for the research community to develop new concepts and technologies, rather than to continue to pile on more of what we already know. We have recently introduced the genome theory as a departure from the gene theory [21, 24, 27] . There has also been an increasing call in chromosomal studies that "a DNA sequence isn't enough: to understand the workings of the genome, we must study chromosome structure" [80] .
To advance the transition from gene oriented research to genome based research, the following avenues need to be explored. First, technical platforms are required to study system behavior (e.g. evolutionary dynamics) without falling back on traditional approaches that simply characterize the low level parts. For example, to monitor the evolutionary potential of cancer evolution, it is more reliable to measure genome level heterogeneity rather than monitoring each specific individual genetic defect or pathway, as there are potentially so many defects that attempt to analyze them all results in fuzzy data sets with little or no meaning. By focusing on a different level, the lower level of seemingly infinite complexity can sometimes be converted into a higher level of simplicity [31] .
Second, systematic comparisons of the relationships of the genome, transcriptome and proteome are needed [81, 82] . Much as the complement of all genes is not equal to the genome, the proteins of a given genome are not the entire proteome without the essential components of interaction dynamics (where the cellular topology is important and is related to genome topology). Similarly, the viewpoint that the proteome is larger than the genome (based on there being more proteins than genes) is not accurate. Again, it is not only the number of protein species that matter, but the interaction potential that exists which is defined by the genome. Sequencing the genome only reveals the code of the parts list. The majority of current proteomics research analyzes only the parts and its potential interactions are artificially constrained and defined by the controlled experiment. Without real cell topology, the averaged interaction map is artificial and not truly representative of an actual living system and therefore of limited clinical value. Thus, the transcriptome and proteome should be considered as emergent properties of the genome. The understanding of the convergent and divergent relationship among them is of importance, especially the similarity and difference between typical Mendelian diseases and common diseases, and between physiological, pathological and medical interventional conditions. Third, there are many fascinating studies on network re-wiring when altering master regulators [83, 84] . Further analyses are needed to integrate genome topology and compare network re-wiring within a given genome and to determine how the formation of a new genome re-creates a new boundary for the new network, as they involve different patterns of evolutionary dynamics. Clinically useful quantitative models are needed with prediction value. So far, some big challenges for system biology (where the gene theory dominates) include dealing with multiple levels of heterogeneity that occur in real biological systems (where the genome theory is essential) and applying them to design practical useful models.
Fourth, genome chaos represents a powerful model system to understand the gene and genome relationship, and their contributions to human diseases [18, 31] . With various experimental manipulations, the evolutionary process of a chaotic genome can be traced using single cell genomic analysis to study both the micro and macro phases of evolution. In addition, networks can be systematically compared within physiological and pathological conditions, including with or without drug treatments. More importantly, it should finally be determined whether quantitative features from the gene level can be used to predict behavior occurring at the genome level, which could also offer insight on how information converges and/or diverges at different levels.
Fifth, cytogenomic analysis should once again be restored as a uniquely advantageous method to analyze the genome at the karyotype level and is capable of studying individual cells as well as cell populations. We are not recommending the current trend of the molecularization of current cytogenetic analysis, as copy number variation testing cannot be used to replace karyotype analysis (not only do karyoytypic and sub-chromosomal changes represent different levels of a system, but current molecular technologies profile the average, favoring the biased clonal populations while eliminating important heterogeneity). Similarly, to focus solely on individual chromatin domains is not sufficient to study genome topology, the self-organization principle or the patterns of system dynamics and their potential interactions. New chromosomal research needs to stem from a genome based view rather than a gene based view or limited chromatin domain view [85] . Clearly, these exciting technologies and observations from chromatin loop domains need to be integrated into the level of the whole genome package [43] [44] [45] [86] [87] [88] . Similarly, chromosome based research should not only lead to explanations of a genetic link to specific genes but should also consider the genome perspective. For example, the three dimensional synteny among different species needs to be analyzed. Another important area to investigate is the linkage between karyotypes and species to determine whether species display different genome context and thereby establish the fact that it is the genome rather genes that defines a species. Such an analysis should also be carried out in cancer research to illustrate that the key feature of cancer is non-shared random genome alterations.
Expectations of future genomic research need to be adjusted as well, as there has been a genomic bubble in terms of its clinical promise [14] . Due to the high degree of complexity and heterogeneity of the multiple levels of the genetic system, one cannot always determine a distinct causative relationship. Our recent data illustrates that there might be no clear causative relationship at the molecular level within a complex biosystem (31, unpublished data). Common diseases might not have dominant common patterns similar to those identified in typical Mendelian disease [89] . It is likely that stochastic genome alterations are involved in common diseases and are the general rule rather than the exception [7] . Our studies have made the case in cancer research and now it is time to apply the genome theory to studies of other common diseases [5, 7, 24, 27, 75] .
Another important realization is that communication with the non-scientific community about the clinical implications of genomic information needs to be more realistic. Yes, we can sequence tens of thousands of cancer samples and establish the most comprehensive genomic catalogs with highly heterogeneous details, but this information might not be useful clinically for prediction and treatment of individual patients, as "there are likely to be fundamental limits on precise prediction due to the complex architecture of common traits" [9] . If high heterogeneity of the genome is a key for many common diseases, sequencing DNA will not deliver the promise of major medical advancement. Another important note to large scale genomic research is that in addition to paying attention to statistical significance, there also is a huge need to determine the biological relevance.
A powerful approach for future functional genomics is to apply the evolutionary principle and methodologies to study the relationship between genome alteration, copy number variation, gene mutation, epigenetic variation and network dynamics. We predict that the identification of genome level alterations is the most important level of a system, this will lead to the understanding that the overall genome system and its alterations are more significant than the lower level parts of that system [27, 30, 32, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94] . In particular, a multiple dimension global interactive map is needed exhibiting important transitions between germline cells to various types of somatic cells, from physiological conditions to pathological conditions, and demonstrating differences between normal and abnormal genome systems.
Decoding the genome is much more difficult than analyzing DNA as despite our superior capability to sequence DNA, we have not achieved a fundamental technical platform to understand genome level coding. However, this difficult transition MUST be achieved in order to push the field of genomics forward. Welcome to the challenges of the Genome Age.
